
Recent Books of Interest:


**Recent Articles of Interest:**


**Selected Web Sites of Interest:**

- [Bibliography of New Orleans Cookbooks](#)

- [City College of San Francisco’s, Alice Statler Menu Collection—Northern California, 1920+](#)

- [The Culinary History Group](#)

- [David Walker Lupton African American Cookbook Collection](#) held by The University of Alabama Libraries, Hoole Special Collections.

- [Feeding America: The Historic American Cookbook Project](#)

- [FOOD AND CULTURE](#): Foodstuffs, Food Processing and Preparation, and Food Use” Web-page.

- [Food Studies Resources](#) Web-page, by J.J. Jacobson.

- [Food Timeline–Culinary History Timeline](#) social history, manners & menus
Longone Center for American Culinary Research: Jan Longone is a wonderful cookbook resource and this archive and her programs are noteworthy

Slow Food is an international movement

Slow Food USA

The Southern Food and Beverage Museum

WORLD FOOD HABITS BIBLIOGRAPHY: English–Language Resources for the anthropology of food and nutrition.